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Cameroon: The Cameroonian driver's licence, including issuing conditions, in particular, the requirements for the holder's photo, the validity period and a detailed description of the licence; whether the driver's licence application must be submitted in person and whether the driver's licence and the requirements for obtaining it are the same across the country (May 2005)
Research Directorate, Immigration and Refugee Board, Ottawa

Information on Cameroonian driver's licences was limited among the sources consulted by the Research Directorate.

According to two sources, the department of transportation in Cameroon issues the driver's licence (Afrik.com 6 Mar. 2003; The African Independent 7 Aug. 2004), and [translation] "the provincial transportation delegate (with that department) has the final say on all applications" (Afrik.com 6 Mar. 2003). Following the 2000 reform, [translation] "the regulations require a person to attend driver's education before obtaining a driver's licence" (ibid.), and [translation] "walk-ins" are therefore no longer allowed (Mutations 20 Apr. 2005). One source indicated that "a Cameroonian driver's licence can be obtained within 24 hours for a small fee" (OMNI n.d.).

Furthermore, [translation] "fake driver's licences are widespread in Cameroon," and [translation] "they appear real because they have the department of transportation's stamp and signature" (Afrik.com 6 Mar. 2003). A 23 July 2001 article on the Cameroon-Info.Net Website indicated that [translation] "police [had] identified individuals who were spending most of their time counterfeiting certificates and administrative documents such as ... driver's licences."

This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the Research Directorate within time constraints. This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list of additional sources consulted in researching this Information Request.
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**Oral sources**: The Chargé d'Affaires at the High Commission for the Republic of Cameroon in Ottawa did not respond to a request for information within the time constraints of this Response.
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